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Diary

April 20th Zoom ClubMeeting.
May 6th Zoom Coffee Meeting.
May 18th Zoom Club Meeting
June 3rd Zoom Coffee Evening.
June 15th Zoom Club Meeting.

“Editor’s Comments”
Another month in lock-down but at least we can see an end to it now. I am glad to see that I can go
for a pint from the 12th April, this is what I have missed most of all, not for the beer so much but for
the male company. We will also be able to take the caravan away from the 17th March so Mr Bob
(our Lurcher) will be pleased because he has been missing his little holidays.
Already this year we have had Great Missenden postponed until the 28, 29, 30th August.
The Great Barn and Mapledurham have had to be cancelled.
The all day seminar has been put off.
We are hoping to hold it on the 24th October and will be asking Stuart Furini to demonstrate if he is
available. Stuart is well known for his creative use of colour in his work.
We are not planning to have any meetings before this but are hopeful that they will resume from
November.
Meanwhile we will be continuing our very successful Zoom meetings that Mike and Paul are doing
such a good job with. Remember that these meetings rely on our members contributions so don’t be
shy, any contribution is welcome.
As the Zoom meetings have proved so successful there are proposals to continue having one each
month alongside the normal club meeting when they resume. We think these Zoom meetings will be
on the normal coffee evening night but with more woodturning content.
On the subject of Zoom there is a new Woodturning Zoom Website which has many great resources
on it. It lists many upcoming online Demonstrations, has a gallery page and lists demonstrators and
tutors.
It has a weekly online meeting and a coffee morning. All this is free but you can become a Member
for £10 per annum. Which gives you even more benefits.
The link for it is: https://woodturningzoom.com/club-zoom
I hope to see you at the next meeting so I hope you keep well and stay safe.
Best wishes,
Ben Dick.

Sealing Timber Presented by Tim Pettigrew.

This was a very good presentation dealing with
the drying of timber that was backed by a lot of
research. We all know how difficult it is to dry
timber in a way that stops it cracking and leaves a
stable material so that box lids will remain fitting
and bowls will sit flat and not distort.
Tim’s preferred method is to rough turn his work
allowing it to dry quicker because it is less bulky
and reducing the risk of cracking. You can see
opposite some apple bowls and will note how
distorted they are.
In addition to rough turning it is wise to
take other precautions. Tim explained that
the bowls can be stored in the shavings
that come from the bowl or wrapped in paper to slow the drying. Some people have
success drying the timber in a microwave.
Another method which he prefers is to
paint them. He has done extensive tests to
find the best method.
He found that painting with PVA worked
to a degree but a proprietary end seal
worked better. I find personally that the
hot wax method is best although it has its
dangers and can be messy.
Tim found that the most troublesome time
in the drying process was early on when
the greatest water loss occurred so early
and thorough treatment is important as the
tree starts to crack very soon after cutting.
It is best to wrap it in polythene right away
but not to leave it like that for extended
periods.
The problem is, that it can suffer fungal attack. It is however, a quite good way to spalt your timber
if you want to.

Tim does not use a moisture meter to test when his timber
is dry.
He prefers to use a pair of kitchen scales and weigh the
wood at regular intervals keeping a record of the weight.
He then knows that the wood is stable when the weight
loss has reduced and the weight remains stable.
However, there may still be a little fluctuation with the
change in ambient humidity.
Thanks to Tim for a very well prepared and interesting
talk.

Show and Tell
Mike Mansfield - Mike has brought self-deprecation to an art form.
Mike showed three items he called "firsts" - either turned or with turned elements - from early on in
his turning career.
These included a small kidney-shaped table with Formica top and 3 tapered legs fitted at an angle
which he made in the 5th form at school He then showed us the first bowl that he ever turned followed by a bowl from the first time he demonstrated at an MWA craft show at Mapledurham, which
showed a considerable improvement in design and workmanship.
He also mentioned that as a Yorkshireman born in India, he'd had to be pretty tough and that before
a career studying sex hormones in London, he'd worked on seaside funfairs and had learned some
useful skills when closing up at night with undesirable characters, such as, that legs are longer than
arms e.g. distracting them with feigned attacks to the head with his arms while simultaneously "taking out" their kneecaps with his legs.
Thanks to Mike wood for taking notes notes and my apologies to Mike Mansfield for the lack of
pictures,
I wasn’t quick enough with the print screen button.
Funny I never had the gentle Mike down as a funfair terminator. “I shall have to watch myself now
in- case “he’ll be back”.

Thin Sycamore bowl with Japanese mask design by David Wilks

Bowl turned from quite wet wood.

Picture shows pattern cut from a
magazine laid in the bowl for the purpose of marking
out.
The last picture shows the Japanese mask pattern
transferred on to the finished bowl.

Another couple of bowls from David.

Picture shows how thin the bowl is.

A couple of gnarly platters shown By Mike
Bonnici.
This reminds me of the words of Jesus from
the book of Matthew.
“The stone which the builders rejected, the
same is become the head of the corner.”
A carpenter would have rejected this timber
but Mike has created something quite beautiful from it.
Well done Mike.

A contribution from Derek Pollecutt

In the first picture the bowl on the right is from a small Mulberry log that Eddie Morgan gave me
some time ago, which I think makes a very attractive piece. To the left is one of my signature Olive
Dishes, of which I have sold five or six at various shows. This one is made from Ash, which is one
of my favourite woods, and I love the grain pattern in it.
The second photo is a small tea-light holder, of which the top part is a cored part of the Mulberry
Bowl. Having watched Tony Taylor at the Herts and Beds meeting with his bowl corer, I decided to
see if I could core out the middle of the Mulberry with a parting tool, which of course means that I
could only get straight sides. Having put a spigot on the face of the Mulberry bowl before the coring, I was able to turn a small spigot on the bottom of the cored part which I then held in the pin
jaws to make a container for an electric tea light. The bottom part of the tea light is cherry with the
necessary recess to accept the small spigot.
My Thanks to Derek for his contribution.

Mobile phone amplifier by Ben Dick.
This Acoustic amplifier is made from Ash. It
has been burned with a blowtorch and given two
coats of Danish oil. Next it is limed. There is a
slot cut in it with a router then the hole is
trimmed with leather. Some stainless steel escutcheon pins are added for effect.
This amplifier will amplify a mobile phone’s
sound up to six times

This is a picture of the jig and set-up for
routing the slot for the phone.
I have prepared a power-point
presentation demonstrating how I made this
and I am hoping to show it at the next
Club Zoom Meeting on April 20th.

Odd shaped pieces of wood. By Peter Leach.
Peter had tried something different from turning to "keep the turning fresh" and turned(!) his ingenious hand to square, cubic and rectangular box making, partly as a way of using his stickware as a
decoration for the lids.
This was inspired by something he bought at Yandles, which he sang the praises of.
He also uses inexpensive offcuts that Yandles sell, which are left over from turning blank production.
Mainly he uses hand tools with the prominent exception being a Proxon saw table designed for
model makers that has micrometer adjustment.
He explained his ingenious holding method of three brass slot headed screws per piece of wood for
planing the sides and ends of boxes to thin strips.
The emphasis was on spending as little as possible.
This was such an extensive and well presented piece that the editor is at a loss to do it justice so
with Mike wood’s description (above) I will just show you some pictures of the lovely work that
Peter does along with some of the jigs and tools.
We are hoping that Peter will be doing a presentation on the methods of making his stickware
(sometimes called Tunbridge ware) for the next meeting on 20th April.

Inlaid Box

Hand planed stock

Proxon Saw

Stock on sticks

Yandles Oddments

Box Components

Side assembly

Off centre turning jig

Stickware Box

Box sides jointed and ready to assemble
Oblong Inlaid Box

Meeting the Derek Pollecutt Challenge By Brian Tidmarsh.
Brian showed us his attempt, as he called it. Meeting Derek’s Challenge and how he had to change
his plans as he went along and making the flat vase in two pieces each turned in two operations.
The second operation involved using an ingenious but scary-looking "sandwich fixture"- to use
Brian's term.
Very entertaining. When pressed by Mike B, Brian admitted that he wouldn't be making another
one.

Ceramic Pattern

Initial turning of the sides.

Drawing of Flask

The finished flask on stand

Sides mounted on sacrificial
core

Secondary turning

Something fishy here!

Thanks to Brian for an excellent effort and a great presentation.

Video Time with Stuart King.
Nick Edward’s Workshop.
Nick is a past master of the Worshipful Company of turners and an eminent member of the Society
of Ornamental Turners.
Sometimes when I hear mention of ornamental turners I start to feel a bit sleepy but this video was
something else. The man’s workshop is like a treasure house of amazing machines.
Lo I am not talking about a museum here Nick knows how they work and can navigate his way
through banks of cogwheels and slides to make them perform the most intricate tasks.
He has an original 19th century Holtzapfel rose engine which is something like a Spirograph on
steroids for carving patterns on turned pieces. He also has Geometric lathes that look nothing like a
lathe at all. These machines can be used for putting the swirly patterns on the printing plates for
making bank notes. I could sure do with one of them.
Star of the show is his reducing lathe which is like a magic pantograph which is used for making
dies for stamping coins and medals. They make a giant negative carving of the coin then this machine copies it in miniature onto the die face.
It can take over a day to complete. I suppose this can be done with a CNC machine now but that
will not have the same magical appearance of one of these monsters.
Thanks to Stuart for a really interesting video (I could even get to be interested in ornamental turning!).

Holtzapfel Rose Engine

Geometric Lathe

Stuart King himself.
Stuart shows us the fascinating technique of producing
flowers from lengths of hazel stems on a Victorian
treadle lathe.
Including information on how and where to find the
hazel and a film of Stuart cutting some in a disused,
overgrown coppice and telling us how it regenerates
once cut.
You can find this video on You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWWw5HHzvFw

Reducing Lathe

